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Year Reward examples 
All  
 
 

 

Praise and recognition  
Children will be regularly praised for positive behaviour and good choices by adults in their classroom and 
other adults they encounter around school.  

                     
All 

 

Wow cards  
Wow cards are postcards that get sent home for exceptional efforts and achievements.  
Adults fill them in and place them in the office to be posted once a week.  
 

All  
 

 

Whole School Focus Reward  
Each half term there is a whole school focus that classes can earn tokens for working on. These tokens can 
earn a reward at the end of the half term- for example a craft afternoon. Examples of these are ‘Unite 
tokens’ and ‘Trust tokens’  
 

All 
 
 

  

Class Reward 
Each class will have their own whole class reward system e.g. marbles in a jar, based on a current area of 
behaviour that requires improvement e.g. effective tidy up time, hands up, lining up quickly etc. Children 
should help plan the reward e.g. extra playtime, short cartoon video… this should then inspire them to 
achieve the reward. 
 

                          
 

All  
 

 

Star of the day/ week 
Teachers can nominate a star of the day/ week who has an agreed set of priveleges – for example lining up 
first, going out to play first etc. 

 
Yr 1 & 2  
 
 

 

Rainbow points                                                                                                                                  
A rainbow point can be earned for school values/ following rules/ other positive behaviours. Only 1 
Rainbow point will be given out at a time. In Year 1: Children will receive a certificate at the end of every 
half term, saying how many Rainbow points they have earned. In Year 2 children will earn Rainbow points 
to go towards their rainbow stripes. When they have earned all their stripes they will get their Rainbow 
Badge.  
 Red (40 points) Orange (80 points) Yellow (120 points) Green (160 points) Blue (200 points) Indigo (250 
points) 300 points- Rainbow certificate (and badge in Yr 2).  
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Yr 3, 4,    
     5,6  

House points  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Once in Year 3 the children are allocated a House Team. 

The Houses are names after publishing houses, which 

are also the names of birds.  

Children earn house points and work towards attaining 

their badges.  

House-points are awarded for demonstrating the 

school values but also for other things agreed by the 

class and class teacher.  Unlike KS1, adults can award 

more than 1 house point at a time, however 5 is the 

maximum in one go and should be given for something 

incredible.  

Teachers keep a running total of how many house 

points children have got- these should be passed up to 

the next class teacher as part of transition.  

 


